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Compulsory Acquisition Hearing 1 (CAH1) 

Hearing Action Points 

Application by National Grid for an Order Granting Development Consent for the 

Yorkshire GREEN Project (EN020024). 

Actions arising from CAH1 held on the afternoon of Thursday 25 May 2023. 

 
 

Action Party Deadline 

1 
 

Update [REP2-039], Appendix H with most 
recent information.  

Applicant D4 

2 Update on continuing negotiations over 
alternative access to Shipton CSECs at 
Newlands Farm, whether this can be 
accommodated within the Order limits. 

Applicant D4 

3 Consider whether the extent of the northern 
part of the Shipton North CSEC can be 
limited or moved to accommodate farming 
activities better. 

Applicant D4 

4 Set out the Holford Rules case in full for the 
selection of the sites for the Shipton CSECs, 
as referred to in [REP2-023]. 

Applicant  D4 

5 Set out whether the response to ExQ1.4.9.1 
would differ following more recent 
submission from Mr and Mrs Rab. 

Applicant D4 

6 Respond to whether an access off Stripe 
Lane towards pylon SP006 would be 
appropriate from a highways’ perspective. 

North Yorkshire 
Council 

D4 

7 Confirm if the access AP92 off the A19 is for 
access on foot or with a vehicle.  

Applicant D4 

8 Continue discussions and negotiations with 
Mr Blacker. Consider whether any minor 
adjustments to location or LoD of SP006 
would help.  

Applicant D4 

9 Provide the plan that the Applicant has sent 
to Mr Watson regarding reorientating the 
western CSEC at Tadcaster. 

Applicant D4 

10 Provide further justification for not 
progressing alternatives of retaining wall or 
northern route for access where 
extinguishment of rights is proposed at 
Tadcaster East CSEC site. 

Applicant D4 

11 Update on alternative routeing to second 
‘step’ of access route off AP40 through High 
Moor Farm stead to access overhead line in 
vicinity of Pylon XC479. 

Applicant D4 
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Action Party Deadline 

12 Provide an update on agreement with 
Pelagic Energy regarding Yorkshire Water 
assets. 

Applicant D4 

13 Objections Schedule at D4 to provide more 
detail on how close objections are to 
resolution/ being withdrawn and more detail 
on outstanding issues. 

Applicant  D4 

14 Provide comments on non-SRN land 
holdings references in Book of Reference as 
in the ownership of National Highways. 

North Yorkshire 
Council 

D4 

15 Provide update on non-SRN matters. National 
Highways 

D4 

16 Submission of areas of disagreement over 
any Protective Provisions that are not fully 
agreed, to include the preferred specific 
wording of both parties, if that is not agreed. 

Applicant, 
National 
Highways 

D5 

17 Submission which brings together the 
places where the Applicant’s responses 
have been made to regard given to Articles 
8 and 6 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights (ECHR) and Article 1 of the 
First Protocol. 

Applicant  D5 

18 Clarification of the difference between 
wayleaves and the easement rights being 
sought by the Applicant. 

Applicant D4 

19 Update to travellers’ site engagement 
schedule, to include all recent activity. 

Applicant D4 and 
Ongoing 

20 Provide statement on visual assessment of 
travellers site, with methodology clearly set 
out to demonstrate no difference in outcome 
if high sensitivity is attributed.  

Applicant D4 

21 Submission of both a clean and tracked 
changes version of the final Funding 
Statement.  

Applicant D7 

 


